
 
YEOFIT MEMBERSHIP  (not term time only – classes generally available 48 weeks per year) 

Bookings can be made by clicking http://lynnejoynerfitness.co.uk 

♥ Classes at Yeofit are generally available at least 48 weeks in the year 
♥ When booking online, blocks of classes can be rolled over and are not restricted to term time only 
♥ Pay as you go:  Yeofit Classes £8   Pilates £12 

Memberships available: 

♥ Block book 10 of  any Yeofit Class and/or Zumba (not Pilates) 10 classes @£6 = £60. 
♥ Block book 10 Pilates classes @ £10 = £100.  Community Pilates classes around the valley can be booked 

via the website too 

Monthly Yeofit Classes Pricelist: 

♥ BRONZE £35 per month. Includes unlimited classes at Yeofit and Zumba (except Pilates) 
♥ SILVER £60 per month.  Includes unlimited classes at Yeofit and Zumba, Pilates once per week 
♥ GOLD £75 per month.  Includes unlimited classes at Yeofit and Zumba, 2 Pilates classes per week. 

 This suits those coming twice a week to Pilates or couples. 

If you have a requirement that isn’t listed then please ask me for a quotation.  ALL CLASSES ARE ON MOVEGB 

Pricelist: Community & Yeofit Classes from 1st January  2022 (Effective from 1st January updated 1st Jan 2022) 

 
♥ Paying monthly is the cheapest option, it is good for motivation and saves re-booking.  
♥ Paying monthly considerably reduces admin time and helps you stay committed to your fitness. 
♥ The payments are worked out as follows: There are usually 39 academic weeks in a school year. 

The monthly payments are based on 3 terms of 12 weeks in an academic year that amount to  
36 weeks (compare to the calendar year of 52 weeks)   Half terms and school holidays at Christmas, Easter 
and in the Summer, are not Included in this membership 

♥ The prices of the classes have generally been increased by £1 per session are spread over the whole year, 
divided by 12 and paid online via the website www.lynnejoynerfitness.co.uk   

♥ You can cancel at any time but ideally, I would ask you to sign up for at least a year to take into  
consideration all the holidays that are built into the price  

♥ Pay As You Go 
Pilates = £12  per class  Zumba or any Yeofit Class = £8 per class 

♥ Block Book:    Pilates 10 x £10 = £100  Zumba or any Yeofit class 10 x £6 = £60 
LYNNE JOYNER COMMUNITY CLASSES – TERM TIME ONLY                    PW = per week  p/m = per month 

                                                   
Pilates once per week: (36 x £9 = 

£324/12) 
 £27 per month 

 
 

1 x Zumba or 1x any Yeofit class PW (36 x £6 = 
£216/12) 

 £18 per month  

1 x Zumba or 1x any Yeofit class and 1 
x Pilates (£9+£5) Per week 

(36 x £14 = 
£504/12) 

 £42 per month  

2 x Pilates per week/or for couples (36x2x£9 = 
£648/12) 

 £54 per month  

2 x Pilates + any Yeofit class (£18 + £5)   (36 x £23 = £828/12)                         £69 per month 
 
Unlimited Zumba and Yeofit classes        (36 x £10 = £360)                               £30 per month             
                                      
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://lynnejoynerfitness.co.uk/

